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1. Aggregate Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)

Aggregate demand (AD) is the total demand of everyone. That is, consumers, businesses, 
governments, and foreign buyers for all goods and services produced in an economy (C+I+G+X). 

Aggregate Demand

AD Curve
Downward sloping - just like demand curves in 
individual markets. 

Why?

Consumers can buy more as price falls

Demand for money decreases

Interest rates decline

Investment becomes easier and cheaper for business

Domestic products are more competitive than foreign 
alternatives
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Shifts in the AD Curve

Since AD consists of four components, a change 
in one of these will shift the entire curve:

Consumer spending (C)

Government spending (G)

Business Investment (I)

Foreign Trade (X - M)

Changes in prices are a move  along the AD curve.

**

Exercise: #1-4 page 223

1. Aggregate Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)
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1. Aggregate Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)

Aggregate supply (AS) is the total supply of goods and services produced in a society.

Aggregate Supply

AS Curve
Why this unique shape?

At low output, excess capacity of all resources

As economy moves closer to capacity, shortages 
begin to occur. 

Eventually, capacity is reached and AS is vertical.
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1. Aggregate Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)

Shift in AS due to price increases

Changes in prices result in a move along the AS 
curve. 

Any change in the following, will shift in the AS 
curve:

Price of inputs

Quantity of "Productive Factors"

Productivity

Shifts in the AS curve

Shift in AS due to changes in 
productivity or factors of production

**
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1. Aggregate Demand (AD) and Supply (AS)

Equilibrium Capacity Real GDP
Full employment equilibrium

Demand Shock #1

Demand Shock #2

Curves interact on supply curve 
where prices start to rise more rapidly

Exercise: #2 page 242, #3,4 page 220

Supply Shock #1

Supply Shock #2
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Economic Instability - Recession and 
Recovery

The Great Depression

Fiscal Policy

What to produce?

How?

For whom?

If you recall:
Market EconomyCommand Economy
CapitalisticCommunistic

Determined by a central authority What will sell for the best price

Determined by central authority 
in best interest of state

Determined by a central authority

As efficiently as possible to keep 
costs down and max. profit

Whoever can and will pay the 
price

What to produce?

How?

For whom?

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

More growth (capital over consumable 
goods)

Equitable distribution of wealth
Stability, planning eliminates business 
cycles of recession and boom
No hunger or poverty, state provides 
for all needs

Bureaucratic and inflexible

Limits choice, incentive and 
initiative, and thus innovation

Quantity over quality, as goal is 
output not profit

Less consumer goods, less choice

Freedom of individual choice

Variety of goods available; greater 
satisfaction
Competition keeps quality high and 
cost low; efficient use of resources in 
practice
Flexibility of individual choice: can 
revise choices for new conditions

Manipulation of consumer attitudes by 
advertising
Business cycles of boom and 
recession
Wealth is unevenly distributed
Firms tend to merge; Large producers 
can influence whole market

Low resource wastage in theory

No check against over-usage, or 
resource depletion, and externalities

No Externalities

With Externalities

Recall these cons of 
all market economies 

Read: page 228 to 229
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2. Economic Instability
The Business Cycle
What is it?
A complete cycle covers periods of alternating 
economic growth and recession

GDP
Unemployment
CPI
Interest Rates
Income levels

Peak
Recession/
Contraction Trough

Recovery/
Recession

Why do these cycles happen?

i). Consumption
ii). Investment
iii). Government
iv). Trade
v). Leakages
vi). The Multiplier Effect

The answers are complex and fall into these categories. Do you recognize them?

Read: page 223 to 226 for an overview

Conditions in one 
stage often lead to 

the next stage!

Why do these cycles happen?
The Business Cycle

i) Consumption
Disposable income

Expectations of future income

Availability of credit

Interest rates

Expectations of future inflation

Wealth
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iii) Governmentii) Investment (NOT stocks and bonds)

The Business Cycle
Why do these cycles happen?

Volatility of Inventories

Shifts in residential Construction

Investment in Plant and Equipment

Rate of return on investment

Rate of interest

Future expectations

Holding costs
Government Expenditures

Government Revenues (Taxes)

iv) Trade

The Business Cycle
Why do these cycles happen?

Exports

Imports

v) Leakages and the circular flow

vi) Multiplier Effect

Multiplier = 1
Marginal Propensity to Save

=

GDP =
C + I + G + (X - M)

Injections
(I + G + X)

Leakages
( - S - T - M)

Clarify in your head:

GDP vs. The Circular Flow

Exercise: #2-5 page 226

I + G + X  - S - T - M  

The Paradox of Thrift: 
(John Maynard Keynes)

This is the possibility that a 
community, by attempting to save 
more (i.e. be more thrifty) may 
actually save less.
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Imports Exports 

Flow of Money
Flow of Goods and Services
Leakages

Payments for resourcesPayments for resources

Payments for goods and services Payments for goods and services

Consumer goods and servicesConsumer goods and services

Productive Resources Productive Resources
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Product 
Markets

(finished goods
and services)

Government borrowing
Reduction of money supply

Government debt repayment
Increase in money supply

Resources 
Market

(land, capital, labour, 
entrepreneurship)

Government

Financial 
System

(Money, Banking, 
Capital Markets)

Leakages 
are

in Blue
The Circular Flow

Macroeconomics
 Aggregate Demand, Supply and Policy

Aggregate Demand and Supply

Economic Instability - Recession and 
Recovery

The Great Depression

Fiscal Policy
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Lessons from the Great Depression
Move quickly, be decisive  

Don't demonize government deficits

Bailouts may be only the beginning

Don't fall for protectionism

Protect the biggest banks

Be wary of the rosy scenario

3. Lessons from the Great Depression
From then to now

Property bubble foreshadows trouble  

Debt to excess

Wall Street was too clever

A departing President struggles to cope Social programs help cushion the blow  

There's still inflation

The magnitude of the crisis is different  

Economic policy is more flexible  

The bad news The good news
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In-Class Assignment

Read the articles tagged "Great_Depression". 

In your own hand writing, summarize the articles. Must fit on  one page 
max each. Use point form. You will be marked as follows:

/1 Hand written and used point form.
/1 Neatness and clarity (subtitles, topic spacing, etc.)
/11 Each "lesson" or "subtitle" was clearly summarized and identified
/2 Table comparing similarities and differences between then and now

: Great_Depression

Aggregate Demand and Supply
Economic Instability - Recession and Recovery
The Great Depression
Fiscal Policy

Macroeconomics
 Aggregate Demand, Supply and Policy
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Actions - What it can do
(What, how, and for whom?)

Taxation
Spending
Regulation
Crown Corporations

Functions - Why it does it

To establish the legal framework of society
To encourage efficient use of economic resources
To stabilize the level of macroeconomic activity
To promote equitable distribution of income

Purpose of Fiscal Policy: 
Recall:

What to produce?

How?

For whom?

If you also recall:
Market EconomyCommand Economy
CapitalisticCommunistic

Determined by a central authority What will sell for the best price

Determined by central authority 
in best interest of state

Determined by a central authority

As efficiently as possible to keep 
costs down and max. profit

Whoever can and will pay the 
price

What to produce?

How?

For whom?

Pros

Cons

Pros

Cons

More growth (capital over consumable 
goods)

Equitable distribution of wealth
Stability, planning eliminates business 
cycles of recession and boom
No hunger or poverty, state provides 
for all needs

Bureaucratic and inflexible

Limits choice, incentive and 
initiative, and thus innovation

Quantity over quality, as goal is 
output not profit

Less consumer goods, less choice

Freedom of individual choice

Variety of goods available; greater 
satisfaction
Competition keeps quality high and 
cost low; efficient use of resources in 
practice
Flexibility of individual choice: can 
revise choices for new conditions

Manipulation of consumer attitudes by 
advertising
Business cycles of boom and 
recession
Wealth is unevenly distributed
Firms tend to merge; Large producers 
can influence whole market

Low resource wastage in theory

No check against over-usage, or 
resource depletion, and externalities

No Externalities

With Externalities

Recall these cons of 
all market economies 

Read: page 228 to 229
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4. Fiscal Policy
Mixed economies go through business cycles, which cause hardship on millions of 
individuals. 

Fiscal Policies are government policies that are aimed at reducing or eliminating 
these cycles. They're known as "Stabilization Policies".

Types of Fiscal PoliciesWhat Needs to be Managed?

Look at the "circular flow" How could you control these things?

Tools at its disposal:

It was Keynes who first had 
the notion that if  leakages 
and injections could be 
controlled by government 
policies (spending and 
taxation) then aggregate 
demand could be managed.
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4. Fiscal Policy

Expansionary Fiscal Policy

Types of goals: More Consumer 
Demand

More 
Employment

More Business 
Demand

Capacity Real GDP

More Government 
Demand

Types of goals:

What the 
government 
can do:

What the 
government 
can do:

Real GDP in $
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4. Fiscal Policy

Inflationary 
Restraint

What the 
government 
can do:

Types of goals:

Capacity Real GDP

Less  Aggregate 
Demand

Contractionary Fiscal Policy
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The effects of Fiscal Policy is to smooth out and stabilize macroeconomic activity. 

It levels out the peeks and troughs, creating a more sustainable level of economic 
growth.

Effects of Fiscal Policy

Without Fiscal Policy

With Fiscal Policy

Impact Lag

Implementation Lag

Decision Lag

Recognition Lag

One of the greatest limitations to the 
effectiveness of fiscal policy measures 
is lag.

Limitations

How do we deal with this lag? Exercise: #4 & 6 page 233

4. Fiscal Policy

4. Fiscal Policy
Automatic Stabilizers

These are permanent policies already in place in an economy, that require no 
intervention or action by governments in order to have the desired effect.

Examples:

Illustration:

Expansionary Fiscal Policy Contractionary Fiscal Policy

The Multiplier Effect Exercise: #1,2 page 235
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Fiscal Policy: 
Government Borrowing and Budget Balances

The Great Depression
Economic Instability - Recession and Recovery
Aggregate Demand and Supply
Fiscal Policy

The Missing Piece to Fiscal Policy

4. Fiscal Policy
Other Limitations:

Politics and changing policies

Time Lags

Political wrangling or conflicting policy goals

Regional Economic Variation

Existing Debt Burden

1. Implementation 2. Societal Impact
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4. Fiscal Policy

Debt vs. Deficit

Quantity of Money
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Societal Impact

Government debt redistributes 
wealth from the poor to the rich

Government debt imposes a "tax" on 
future generations

Debt burden limits Private 
Investment

Budgetary Decisions

How Much Can the Government Borrow?
by Tejvan Pettinger

With public sector debt increasing around the world (list of National Debt by country ), I often think - how much can 
governments get away with borrowing? This is an important question. If the governments try to borrow more than markets will 
lend them, there will be serious economic problems such as inflation, high interest rates and a decline in credit worthiness of 
the government.
Record Levels of Government Debt
At times Government Debt has been very high:

• US 117% of GDP in 1945 (gross federal debt (1)
• During WWII UK national debt increased from £7.1 billion to £21 billion (over roughly 150% of GDP )
• Japan 195% of GDP currently
• Zimbabwe 218% of GDP 2007 est.

Governments can Finance Their Debt in Two Main Ways
1. Selling Bonds to the Private sector - either domestic or foreign
2. Central Bank Finance Shortfall in revenue by increasing the money - printing money is a loose analogy.
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How Much Can the Government Borrow? (continued...)
by Tejvan Pettinger

Factors Which Influence How Much a Government Can Borrow
• Domestic Savings. If consumers have a high savings ratio, there will be a greater ability for the private sector to buy 

bonds. Japan had very high levels of public sector debt, but, with high domestic savings, there has been a willingness by the 
private sector to buy the government debt. Similarly, during the Second World War, the government was able to tap into the high 
levels of domestic savings.

• Relative Interest rates. If government bonds pay a high interest rate, then ceteris paribus, it should be easier for the 
government to borrow. Sometimes, the government can borrow large amounts, even with low interest rates because government 
bonds are seen as more attractive than other investments. (e.g. demand for US treasuries is quite high at moment because they 
are seen as a safe investment, and this is a bigger selling point than the paltry 2% interest rate.

• Confidence and Security. Usually, governments are seen as a safe investment. Many governments have never 
defaulted on debt payments so people are willing to buy bonds because at least they are safe. However, if investors feel a 
government is too stretched and could default, then it will be more difficult to borrow. Therefore, some countries like Argentina with 
bad credit histories would find it more difficult to borrow more.

• Foreign Purchase. A country like the US attracts substantial foreign buyers for its debt (Japan, China, UK). This foreign 
demand makes it easier for government to borrow. However, if investors feared a country could experience inflation and a rapid 
devaluation, foreigners would not want to hold securities in that country.

• Inflation. Financing the debt by increasing the money supply is risky because of the inflationary effect. Inflation reduces 
the real value of the government debt, but, that means people will be less willing to hold government bonds. Inflation will require 
higher interest rates to attract people to keep bonds. In theory, the government can print money to reduce the real value of debt; but 
existing savers will lose out. If the government creates inflation, it will be more difficult to attract savings in the future.

Federal Government 
Expenditures

2007

4. Fiscal Policy
Government Debt:

Real vs. Nominal Debt

The Debt BurdenBorrowing vs. "Printing Money"
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What trends do you see?

Is this Keynesian Economics?

Exercise: #1-3, 10 & 11 page 242 - 243
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Source: Globe and Mail March 8, 2010


